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#SeaRaySummerContest 2023 

More info: https://www.searay.com/us/en/landing-pages/2023-landing-pages/sea-ray-summer- 2023.html  

How to Enter: 

Sea Ray owners or Sea Ray enthusiasts are encouraged to enter our Sea Ray Summer 2023 Contest when they 

• POST A NEW PHOTO, VIDEO OR REEL TO YOUR MAIN INSTAGRAM FEED... depicting a special memory on 

or near the water. Tell us in the caption why boating with Sea Ray made that experience unforgettable. 

• Mention @SeaRayBoats and use #SeaRaySummerContest 

• Enter by 8/13 

Suggested Social Copy 

INSTAGRAM FACEBOOK TWITTER 
Attention all Sea Ray enthusiasts: get ready to 
make a splash this summer with the return of 

Sea Ray’s #SeaRaySummerContest!        ✨ 
 
Enter for a chance to win a grand prize 
package of $2,000 when you post your Sea 
Ray summer moments on Instagram, tag 
@SeaRayBoats and use the hashtag 
#SeaRaySummerContest in your caption.  
 
Visit @searayboats for more info and rules. 

 
 

Attention all Sea Ray enthusiasts: get 
ready to make a splash this summer 
with the return of Sea Ray’s 

#SeaRaySummerContest!        ✨ 
 
Enter for a chance to win a grand prize 
package of $2,000 when you post your 
Sea Ray summer moments on 
Instagram, tag @SeaRayBoats and use 
the hashtag #SeaRaySummerContest 
in your caption.  
 
Learn more here: https://rb.gy/runbb  
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#SeaRaySummerContest!        ✨ 
 
Enter for a chance to win a grand prize 
package of $2,000 when you post your 
Sea Ray summer moments on Instagram, 
tag @SeaRayBoats and use the hashtag 
#SeaRaySummerContest. 

 

Now through 8/13               share your favorite 
Sea Ray boating stories on Instagram using 
#SeaRaySummerContest and tag 
@SeaRayBoats. 
 
Enter for a chance to win $2,000 and to have 
your story featured on SeaRay.com 
 
Don't miss out—enter today!  

 

Now through 8/13               share your 
favorite Sea Ray boating stories on 
Instagram using 
#SeaRaySummerContest  
 
Enter for a chance to win $2,000 and 
to have your story featured on 
SeaRay.com 

 
Don't miss out—enter today:  
https://rb.gy/runbb  

Now through 8/13               share your 
favorite Sea Ray boating stories on 
Instagram using #SeaRaySummerContest 
 
Enter for a chance to win $2,000 and to 
have your story featured on 

SeaRay.com!        ✨ 

 

The annual #SeaRaySummerContest is back!  

       ✨ Enter for a chance to win $2,000 and 
to have your story featured on SeaRay.com. 
Learn how to enter and find out more info 
@searayboats. 
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